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Abstract

The present note addresses the detection of turbulence based on the Thorpe (1977)
method applied to an atmosphere where saturation of water vapor occurs. The detec-
tion method proposed by Thorpe relies on the reordering in ascending order of a mea-
sured profile of a variable conserved through adiabatic processes (e.g. potential tem-5

perature). For saturated air, the reordering should be applied to a moist-conservative
potential temperature, θm, which is analogous to potential temperature for a dry (sub-
saturated) atmosphere. Here, θm is estimated from the Brunt-Väisälä frequency de-
rived by Lalas and Einaudi (1974) in a saturated atmosphere. The application to bal-
loon data shows that the effective turbulent fraction of the troposphere can dramatically10

increase when saturation is taken into account. Preliminary results of comparisons
with data simultaneously collected from the VHF Middle and Upper atmosphere radar
(MUR, Japan) seem to give credence to the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Several studies dealing with the application of the Thorpe (1977) method for detecting15

turbulence from balloon data were recently published by Clayson and Kantha (2008);
Nath et al. (2010); Alappattu and Kunhikrishnan (2010); Balsley et al. (2010); Kantha
and Hocking (2011). The Thorpe method consists in sorting in ascending order the
measured profile of potential temperature (in the atmosphere), or potential density (in
the ocean or lakes), so as to obtain a reference profile that is stable everywhere. This20

reference profile corresponds to the minimum in potential energy reachable from mea-
surements. The differences in the measured and sorted profiles are expected to be
related to overturning events due to turbulence, giving rise to (static) instabilities or to
stirring.

In practice, instrumental noise can produce spurious overturns, especially in regions25

of weak static stability. Consequently, noise effects can produce misleading results if
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they are not carefully appreciated. This topic was thoroughly addressed by, e.g. Ferron
et al. (1998); Johnson and Garrett (2004); Gargett and Garner (2008) for applications
to oceans, and by Wilson et al. (2010, 2011) for applications to the atmosphere.

The Thorpe sorting must be applied to vertical profiles of a conservative quantity
through adiabatic processes. In ocean, the Thorpe sorting is applied to potential den-5

sity profiles measured by Conductivity Temperature Depth (CTD) sensors. These pro-
files are retrieved from temperature, pressure and salinity measurements. In a humid
(but unsaturated) atmosphere, the Thorpe sorting is applied to potential temperature
profiles. For an atmosphere where water vapor reaches saturation, upward motions im-
ply water condensation and then release of latent heat, making the air parcels warmer10

than for a dry adiabatic expansion. Consequently, the static stability in a saturated air is
always lower than the static stability in a subsaturated air. As a result, a saturated layer
can be unstable but erroneously interpreted as stable if assumed to be dry. Therefore,
the Thorpe sorting should be applied to profiles of a conservative quantity taking both
states of the atmosphere into account: saturated or subsaturated. An effective potential15

temperature should depend on the saturation mixing ratio where air is saturated. This
quantity somehow plays a role similar to salinity in the oceans.

The present note first aims at explaining how to tackle the problem of air saturation
effects when applying the Thorpe sorting to tropospheric data. The impact of saturation
on turbulence detection is then evaluated by applying algorithms described by Wilson20

et al. (2011) to profiles measured by radiosondes. The identification of the mechanisms
generating the observed turbulence is out of the topic of the present note but could be
the issue of future works.

A field campaign was conducted at Shigaraki MU Observatory (Japan) in September
2011. Thirty six Vaisala RS92SGP radiosondes launched during night time (in order25

to avoid solar insolation of the sensors) were considered in the present evaluation.
Concurrent turbulence observations made by the VHF (46.5 MHz) Middle and Upper
atmosphere radar (MUR) were performed and some observation results were used
here for evaluating the proposed approach.
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2 The moist-conservative potential temperature θm

When the atmosphere is dry, or not saturated (the effect of water vapor being negligible
in the free atmosphere), the potential temperature θ (K) is a conservative variable
during reversible adiabatic processes. Its expression at altitude zi is calculated from
the relation:5

θ(zi ) ≡ θ[i ] = T [i ]
(

P0

P [i ]

)R/cp

(1)

where T [i ] (K) and P [i ] (hPa) are the temperature and pressure at level zi , P0 =
1000 hPa is the pressure at the reference level. From a practical point of view, the di-
rect calculation of θ from Eq. (1) is equivalent to the integration of the empirical vertical
gradient of potential temperature, i.e.:10

θ[i ] = θ[0]+
i−1∑
k=0

(
∂θ
∂z

)
k
∆z = θ[i −1]+

(
∂θ
∂z

)
i−1

∆z (2)

where z0 is the altitude of the ground level, and ∆z the (constant) vertical sampling
of the measurements. The vertical gradient of potential temperature at level zk is esti-
mated from:(
∂θ
∂z

)
k
=

θ[k +1]−θ[k]

∆z
. (3)15

Because the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency for dry air is defined by N2
d [k] =

g
θ[k]

(dθ
dz

)
k (where g is the gravitational acceleration, approximated as a constant),

Eq. (4) can be written as:

θ[i ] = θ[i −1]
(

1+N2
d [i −1]

∆z
g

)
(4)
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N2
d can also be expressed as a function of temperature T and the dry adiabatic lapse

rate Γd =
g
cp

:

N2
d =

g
T

[(
∂T
∂z

)
+Γd

]
. (5)

For saturated (cloudy) air, Durran and Klemp (1982) and Emanuel (1994) showed that
the precise condition for static instability is determined by the sign of the square of the5

so-called moist Brunt-Väisälä frequency rather than by the sign of ∂θe
∂z , where θe is the

equivalent potential temperature. N2
m is given by (Lalas and Einaudi, 1974; Durran and

Klemp, 1982):

N2
m ≈

g
T

[(
∂T
∂z

)
+Γm

][
1+

LVqs

RT

]
−

g
1+qw

(
dqw

dz

)
(6)

where LV is the latent heat of vaporisation of liquid water or ice, approximately constant10

for the temperatures met in the lower atmosphere. qw = qL+qs is the total water mixing
ratio where qL is the liquid water or ice mixing ratio and qs is the saturation mixing ratio.
In Eq. (6), Γm is the moist saturated lapse rate (Durran and Klemp, 1982):

Γm = Γd(1+qw)×
[

1+
cpvqs +cwqL

cp
+

γL2
Vqs

cpRT 2

(
1+

qs

γ

)]−1

(7)

where cpv and cw are the specific heats for water vapor and liquid (or ice) water, re-15

spectively and γ ≈ 0.622. As assumed by Durran and Klemp (1982), and because
of the lack of information about the saturation mixing ratio in the clouds, we set
(dqw/dz) ≈ (dqs/dz).

For detecting convective instabilities in saturated air, N2
d must be replaced by N2

m.

The vertical integration of Eq. (4) with N2
m instead of N2

d provides a moist potential20
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temperature, θm, It slightly differs from other moist potential temperatures reviewed
by Durran and Klemp (1982), but appears to be convenient for applying the Thorpe
method in a saturated atmosphere.

The Thorpe sorting is thus applied to a “composite potential temperature” profile
(hereafter noted θ∗) computed from Eq. (4), by using N2

d for subsaturated air, and N2
m5

for saturated air. Of course, θ∗ does not refer to a conservative quantity throughout the
overall profile. It is rather defined as a thermodynamic variable which is adapted for
applying the Thorpe sorting.

3 Identification of the saturated regions

The calculation of θ∗ requires first to identify the saturated regions using relative hu-10

midity (RH) profiles measured by radiosondes. As described by, e.g. Miloshevich et al.
(2004), the relative humidity measured by the radiosondes is calculated with respect
to liquid water. For heights above the freezing point, saturation over ice must be ad-
dressed. The saturation pressure of water over ice, ei, can be estimated from the em-
pirical expression given by Murphy and Koop (2005) (and references therein):15

ei (T ) = exp
(

28.9074− 6143.7
T

)
(8)

where T is in K and ei in Pa. Expression (8) is valid for negative temperatures down
to −80 ◦C. For heights above the freezing point, the measured RH should be multiplied
by ew/ei so that RHsat = 100 %. For estimating ew, we used the Goff-Gratch equation
recommended by the World Meteorological Organization (Goff, 1957).20

In practice, accurate measurements of humidity are difficult (e.g. Nash et al., 2010)
and values of RH vary around the saturation thresholds in clouds. Various systematic
(dry) biases were identified for Vaisala radiosondes and corrections by software were
proposed by e.g. Miloshevich et al. (2004, 2009). Nevertheless, a number of cloud
layers would not be detected if the aforementioned criterion was strictly used. Empirical25
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methods based on comparisons with other instruments were proposed by e.g. Wang
and Rossow (1995); Poore and Rossow (1995); Zhang et al. (2010). These empirical
methods are evolving with the improvements of the humidity sensors.

In order to appreciate the impact of saturation on the detection of turbulence, we
applied the empirical method recently proposed by Zhang et al. (2010) (hereafter5

noted Z2010) for detecting clouds from Vaisala RS92SGP radiosondes. Drawing upon
a method described by Wang and Rossow (1995), Z2010 selected atmospheric layers
as saturated if they satisfy the two following conditions (among other refinements that
we did not consider for simplicity):

min(RH) ≥ RHmin everywhere, and max(RH) ≥ RHmax somewhere, (9)10

where RH is computed with respect to ice if T < 0 ◦C. RHmin and RHmax are two thresh-
olds on RH. While Wang and Rossow (1995) used constant thresholds (RHmin = 84 %
and RHmax = 87 %), Z2010 defined thresholds decreasing with altitude, from 95 %
(92 %) to 80 % (75 %), respectively. The clouds detected from their thresholds were
shown to be quite consistent with the results of observations from remote sensing15

techniques (e.g. Fig. 7 of Z2010).
It must be noted that the derivations of N2

d and N2
m are made for dry and saturated

airs separately. These theoretical derivations fail to express the stability at condensa-
tion levels and at cloud edges (i.e. at the limit between clear and saturated airs). It is
assumed that this problem will not significantly affect our results.20

4 Results

A field campaign was conducted during September 2011 at the Shigaraki MU Obser-
vatory (34.85◦ N, 136.10◦ E, Japan). MUR was continuously operated in range-imaging
mode using frequency diversity devoted to improve its range resolution, e.g. (Luce
et al., 2006). The carrier frequency of MUR is 46.5 MHz so that it is mainly sensitive to25

clear air refractive index fluctuations at half the radar wavelength in size (i.e. the Bragg
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scale) even in presence of clouds or weak precipitations (say, less than 10 mmh−1).
Therefore, small-scale refractivity turbulence can be monitored by MUR in both clear
air and cloudy conditions.

Depending on the anisotropy of the refractive index irregularities at the Bragg scale,
VHF radar echoes can strongly depend on the zenith angle of the radar beam direction,5

and, to a less extent, to the azimuth (e.g. Worthington et al., 1999; Hirono et al., 2004).
A weak dependence of echo power with the radar beam direction strongly suggests
that isotropic turbulent scatter is the dominant radar backscattering mechanism (e.g.
Röttger and Liu, 1978). This property is important for the present context as we shall
see later.10

In addition, in situ data from 59 RS92G Vaisala radiosondes (thirty six during night
periods) were gathered at the observatory in support of the radar observations. The
Vaisala processing software can provide both raw and processed data at a frequency
sampling of 1 Hz and 2 Hz, respectively. For our purpose, the raw data were used
and re-processed using methods described by Wilson et al. (2011). The rms value of15

the noise level on the temperature measurements was σN ∼ 3×10−2 K. In addition, the
balloons were underinflated so that most profiles were obtained at a vertical resolution
of 3–5 m only (instead of 10 m or more for the standard processed profiles sampled at
2 Hz). A similar method has already been used by Balsley et al. (2010) for boundary
layer observations.20

4.1 Case study

As an illustration, Fig. 1 displays the vertical profiles of temperature (Fig. 1a), relative
humidity over liquid and ice (Fig. 1b) and θ and θ∗ (Fig. 1c) for flight 52 (26 September
2011, 02:38 LT). Saturation over ice was likely to occur in the height range 5.5–12 km
despite the fluctuating behavior of the RH profiles, close to or above 100 %. A thick25

cloud layer was present according to the Z2010 criterion. The presence of high level
clouds was confirmed by satellite IR images (not shown). In addition, a humid frontal
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zone was also identified from meteorological charts and high levels of humidity were
diagnosed from NCEP data re-analysis above the altitude of ∼6.0 km (not shown).

As expected, the stability is reduced (with respect to dry air conditions) in the height
ranges where air is assumed to be saturated (5.5–12 km) (Fig. 1c). The vertical gradi-
ents of θ and θ∗ profiles will only differ in the regions where saturation occurs. Indeed,5

the two profiles in dry regions are parallel (or superimposed) before a saturated layer
is met, i.e. below the altitude of 5.7 km in Fig. 1c.

Figure 2 show the overturning events selected from the θ and θ∗ profiles (a and
b, respectively). The top panels of Fig. 2 show the Thorpe displacements (m) for the
selected turbulent layers according to the criterion described by Wilson (2010). The10

bottom panels show the corresponding Thorpe lengths, LT (m), estimated for each
event. The decrease of stability is such that a large fraction of the cloud above the
altitude of 6.0 km is detected as turbulent.

Figure 3 displays the corresponding vertical profiles of MUR echo power P averaged
over 60 min during the balloon flight and corrected from the range r attenuation effects15

(i.e. P × r2) in dB (arbitrary levels) measured with the vertical beam and the northward
beam titled 10◦ off zenith. The radar aspect ratio, defined as PVert/PNorth (dB) is also
shown. The gray rectangles show the selected overturning regions from θ and θ∗ pro-
files (Fig. 3a, b, respectively). The radar echo power profiles exhibit smooth fluctuations
and are similar at vertical and oblique incidences in the height range 4.0–12.0 km con-20

sistent with nearly isotropic turbulence. The results obtained from θ (dry) profile only
show sparse and thin overturning regions in the saturated layer (6–12 km). The same
analysis from the θ∗ profile rather reveals several deep turbulent layers within this sat-
urated (cloudy) region. The vertical extent of these layers is consistent with the extent
of saturated region and with the isotropy of the smooth radar echo power profiles. This25

result is thus a strong indication that the use of θ∗ profile is more relevant than the use
of θ profile for detecting turbulent layers in a moist atmosphere.
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4.2 Statistics

Statistical results from the data collected from the 36 flights performed during night
periods are shown in Fig. 4. The turbulent fractions, i.e. the ratios of total depths of the
regions selected as turbulent to the depth of the overall troposphere are displayed. The
gray and black bars show the turbulent fractions for each flight by assuming a dry at-5

mosphere and by including the saturation effects, respectively. In average, the turbulent
fraction reaches 34.2 % of the troposphere when saturation is taken into account. It is
only 18.6 % if the overall troposphere is assumed to be dry. However, the total number
of selected events in the θ∗ profiles is less than in the θ profiles (854 instead of 1044)
because some of them merged together and are thus deeper: the mean and median10

depths are 223 m and 81 m, instead of 99 m and 60 m, respectively.
Because saturation frequently occurred during the 12 first flights, the dry air hypoth-

esis would lead to a strong underestimate of the turbulent fraction of the troposphere.
This fraction can exceed 80 % when saturation is taken into account (see flights 2 and
12) but is less than 30 % when assuming a dry air. After the 12th flight, the troposphere15

became drier (i.e. almost no cloud) and little or no difference was found between the
turbulent fractions. After the 31st flight, the turbulent fractions increase when including
saturation effects due to the passage of a moist upper level front (not shown).

5 Summary and conclusions

The present note aimed to demonstrate the need for including the effects of air moisture20

when detecting temperature turbulence in the troposphere from in situ (balloon) mea-
surements by using the Thorpe method. The effect of saturation was not considered
in any previous work on the topic. Since the Thorpe method is based on sorting the
profile of a conservative (and monotonic) variable, our study suggests that the relevant
variables are the potential temperature, θ, for subsaturated air and a moist potential25

temperature θm for saturated air. The moist potential temperature θm is calculated from
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the moist Brunt-Väisälä frequency defined by Lalas and Einaudi (1974) and demon-
strated to be accurate by Durran and Klemp (1982). An empirical method proposed
by Zhang et al. (2010) was applied for determining the saturated layers from Vaisala
RS92 radiosonde measurements. Air saturation reduces static stability with respect to
dry air (the well-known conditional instability) so that small-scale turbulence triggered5

by convective or dynamic instabilities is more likely to develop in clouds. As a matter
of fact, small-scale turbulence is commonly observed in both stratiform or cumuliform
clouds (e.g. Houze, 1993). Therefore, as expected, the detected turbulent fraction of
a (cloudy) troposphere is significantly larger if saturation effects are properly taken into
account when applying the Thorpe method.10
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Fig. 1. (Left): temperature profile for flight 52 (32nd flight used). The temperature T = 0 ◦C un-
derneath the altitude of 4.0 km is emphasized by the horizontal line. (Center): the corresponding
profiles of relative humidity RH (%) over liquid water (solid line) and over ice (dashed line). The
dotted lines show the Z2010 humidity thresholds. (Right): the corresponding profiles of poten-
tial temperature θ (dashed line) and of the composite potential temperature θ∗ (solid) (see text
for more details).
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Fig. 2. (Left) Thorpe displacements for the detected overturning events in flight 52 (top panel) and the
corresponding Thorpe lengths (bottom panel) for a dry atmosphere. The bottom panel also shows the θ
profile (dotted line). (Right): Same as left, but by including moisture effects and by applying the Z2010
criterion. The bottom panel also shows the θ∗ profile (dotted line).

13

Fig. 2. (Left): thorpe displacements for the detected overturning events in flight 52 (top panel)
and the corresponding Thorpe lengths (bottom panel) for a dry atmosphere. The bottom panel
also shows the θ profile (dotted line). (Right): same as left, but by including moisture effects
and by applying the Z2010 criterion. The bottom panel also shows the θ∗ profile (dotted line).
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Fig. 3. (a) Vertical echo power profiles (averaged over 60 min during the balloon flight 52 and
corrected from range attenuation effects) measured by MUR at vertical (black) and oblique
(gray) (10◦ off zenith) incidences. The dotted black curve shows the aspect ratio, i.e. the ratio
between the vertical and oblique echo powers. The light gray rectangles show the detected
overturning events by assuming a dry atmosphere. (b) same as (a) but balloon data analyses
were performed by including the moisture effects.
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Fig. 4. Fraction of depth of all the detected turbulent overturns (i.e. total depth/troposphere
depth) for each balloon flight for a dry troposphere (gray line) and after including the saturation
effects (black line).
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